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A person walks along the rebuilt Industrial
Canal levee wall in the Lower Ninth Ward on
May 18, 2015, in New Orleans, Louisiana.
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he Army Corps of Engineers said it intends to suspend a

permit for the construction of a $9.4 billion plastics

complex in Louisiana that would emit a toxic brew of

chemicals in the area dubbed “Chemical Alley.”

The Corps made its plan public in a motion (https://s3-us-

west-2.amazonaws.com/s3-

wagtail.biolgicaldiversity.org/documents/67_DOJ_motion_to_stay.pdf)

�led in federal court Wednesday, a day before the agency was

supposed to defend its decision to approve the permit. It will

issue a formal notice containing the reasoning for its decision

on Tuesday.

The complex (http://www.sunshineprojectla.com/), which is

a project of the Taiwanese-based conglomerate Formosa

Plastics, would place one of the world’s largest petrochemical

plants along the lower Mississippi River in St. James Parish,

Louisiana.
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Last year, an analysis

(https://www.propublica.org/article/what-could-happen-

if-a-9.4-billion-chemical-plant-comes-to-cancer-alley)

by ProPublica and The Times-Picayune and The Advocate,

conducted with an expert in air modeling, estimated that in the

community across the river from the plant, hundreds of

residents will face double the toxic levels of cancer-causing

chemicals than they currently do. One mile east in the

predominantly Black community of St. James, those levels

could more than triple.

The analysis, which estimated the concentrations of cancer-

causing chemicals in the air after the complex is up and

running, used the expected emissions from Formosa’s permit

application and the same model used by Louisiana’s

Department of Environmental Quality, or LDEQ, to calculate

air pollution from proposed chemical plants.

The analysis also found that the air around Formosa’s site is

more toxic with cancer-causing chemicals than 99.6% of

industrialized areas of the country. If the complex emits all the

chemicals it proposes in its permit application, it would rank

in the top 1% nationwide of major plants in America in terms

of the concentrations of cancer-causing chemicals in its

vicinity.
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A collection of St. James residents and environmental advocacy

organizations sued to stop the plant from being built, alleging

that o�cials violated the Clean Water Act and the National

Environmental Policy Act by approving the destruction of

wetlands and failing to account for disproportionate health

impacts of air pollution on St. James.

“We can see Goliath is starting to fall. If the agency had

listened to the people of St. James Parish, the Corps would

never have issued this permit to Formosa Plastics in the �rst

place,” Anne Rolfes of the Louisiana Bucket Brigade said in a

press release (https://biologicaldiversity.org/w/news/press-

releases/army-corps-suspends-permit-for-formosa-

plastics-controversial-louisiana-plant-2020-11-04/). The

statement cites �ndings from ProPublica’s analysis.

In the motion it �led Wednesday, the Corps said that it had

identi�ed a portion of its permit analysis under the Clean

Water Act that needs to be reevaluated. The act requires an

analysis of all environmental impacts, including air pollution.

Julie Simmonds, a lawyer with the Center for Biological

Diversity, said air pollution and its disproportionate impacts

on the Black community is a critical aspect of their federal suit.

“Environmental justice pervades the entire lawsuit,”

Simmonds said. “Every one of our claims has an angle

emphasizing just how damaging this project is to

environmental justice and entrenching racism. The air

pollution impacts are the biggest part of that.”

The Corps declined to comment, citing the pending litigation.

https://biologicaldiversity.org/w/news/press-releases/army-corps-suspends-permit-for-formosa-plastics-controversial-louisiana-plant-2020-11-04/
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Formosa spokesperson Janile Parks said the company has

worked cooperatively with the Corps throughout the permit

process and will continue to work with the agency to provide

any additional information it may need.

“The company has been very diligent to make sure it has done

everything required to ensure proper issuance of, and

compliance with, its permits and will continue to do so,” Parks

added.

In February, a similar collection of St. James residents and

environmental advocacy groups sued LDEQ for approving the

air permits Formosa needs for its complex.

LDEQ said it cannot comment on pending litigation.

Corinne Van Dalen, a lawyer from Earthjustice, one of the

plainti�s, said she is con�dent that her clients will win the

case.

“The agency �ndings are arbitrary and capricious. They are

not supported by record evidence,” Van Dalen said, referring

to the LDEQ’s issuance of Formosa’s air permits. “They didn’t

take into consideration how the decision would impact a

minority area right next door.”
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may not be reproduced in any form without permission or license
from the source.
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